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Abstract. For the plane motion we are completely analyzing the differential
equations systems of gravitational capture of the exoplanet at the resonance
rotation with action of gravitational and tidal torques by qualitative analysis and
bifurcation theory of dynamical systems (DS). The separation of 3-dimensional
parameter space of dynamical system by bifurcation surfaces is obtained. The
gallery of more than thirty phase portraits of gravitational capture extends the
known scenario of cosmogonical evolution of the exoplanet on the early time,
when the tidal interaction is very important.

It is known the time scale of pulsars is very stable, then in some cases the
periodical fluctuation in time of arrival (TOA) may be interpreted as a gravita-
tional perturbation, caused by the planet rotating around the pulsar. Surprise
discovery of three planets near the pulsar PSR B1257+12 posed the problems
of describing their moving around pulsar, their origin and early rotation.

Demianski and Proszynsky (1979) were first, who established the fact that
extra-solar planets is likely to exist: possible mass of the planet around the
pulsar PSR 0329+54 was 0.3 MEB , orbital radius of 2.3 a.u. and revolution
period of 3.3 year. Later, in 1994, Shabanova has informed about existence
of another planet around this pulsar, its mass was 2 MEB and period of 16.8
years. In 1992 Wolszczan and Frail discovered a planetary system around the
pulsar PSR B1257+12 with a period of 6.2 millisecond. The system is the
most interesting and "rich" by number of planets (A, B, C), it is placed in the
Virgo constellation at the distance of 300 pc. Two of them Band C move
in the resonance 3:2 (Konacki et al. 1999). At present time we know also
two multiplanet system around main sequence star (HD 83443, two planets; v
Andromedae, three planets).

At the early stages of planet evolution the tidal interaction takes a principal
role: the tidal effects lead to the capture into resonance rotation of the planet,
even if the initial rotation was non-resonance one.

The planet will be considered as a dynamically symmetrical celestial body,
when the axis rotation of pulsar is perpendicular to plan orbit of planet. Investi-
gation of the motion equations by qualitative analyses and bifurcation methods
permits to obtain the evolution traces at the various values of parameters for
extra-solar planets.
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Figure 1. Phase portraits for several values of a, b,C

The essence of the orbital evolution calculation can be understand by con-
sidering only the principal of conservation of angular momentum. We neglect the
inclination of the planet orbit. In according to vector angular momentum the-

ory we can write ~f == M, where M is the momentum of perturbed forces. Let
us to consider the equation system describing the motion nearest to resonance
rotation (Beletsky & Khentov 1995, Salangina 1994):

x == Y == P(x, y), iJ == a sin(x) + by + c == Q(x, y, a, b, c), (1)

where x is new variable describing a deviation from purely resonance rotation;
a, b, c are the parameters of gravitational and tidal interaction. The analyses
(Beletsky & Khentov 1995) is shown that the always resonance is only on ellipse
orbit (e i= 0) except resonance 1:1. This equations have a stable solutions x == 0
for eccentricity value e less 0.7. If e more 0.7, that x == i is a stable solution.
For other resonance (3:2, 5:2) the resonance motion is observed for e i= 0 only.

The gravitational angular momentum can be provided itself stable reso-
nance rotation, which is described by generalized Cassini lows. However, the
initial data of motion can be laid up without a resonance zone. So, should
be proposed a mechanism which is provided sufficiently high probability cap-
ture at resonance zone. Let us to find a equilibrium states DS (P(xo, YO) ==
Q(xo, Yo, a, b,c) == 0) (Gusev & Salangina 1995) .

As is shown on Fig.1 there are a simple equilibrium state of the saddle, node,
focus, center type and/or complicated equilibrium states - saddle-node and the
generate saddle-node. To moving we can meet a stable and unstable equilibrium
states. The synchronization in DS can been considered as consequence of the
strong manifestation of stable, regulated behavior of phase trajectory. Because,
a DS should be take a equilibrium states as type a attractive node or focus.

The separation of 3-dimensional parameter space of dynamical systems by
bifurcation surfaces and lines we can see on Fig.2. Bifurcation surfaces are: A ==
b2 - 4v a2 - c2 == 0, B : Ia 1==1 c I . Bifurcation lines are: coordinate axes a, b, c.
If A less inside zero, and I a I more than I c I it is unstable node, focus. If I a I,
b equal zero there are equilibrium state. At the phase space for any parameters
are creating or annihilating rough and non-rough dynamical systems of first and
second degrees roughness. The conditions I a I>I c I is necessity conditions for
existence equilibrium state x == 0, connecting to resonance rotations of celestial
body.
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Figure 2. 3-dimensional bifurcation space of parameters
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The additional condition b < 0 is necessary for gravitational capture at
resonance rotation of the planet. In this connection the attraction of phase
trajectory at resonance zone are flowing qualitative various ways for c = 0 and
c =/:. O. For c = 0 the conditions b < 0 (a =/:. 0) is necessity and sufficient for
gravitational capture at resonance zone. For c =/:. 0, b < 0 is an initial data,
which is not reduce to capture. We can say that for c = 0 the probability
of capture equal one equal, but for c=/:.O it's lees or equal one. For b = 0,
probability equal zero.

The analyzed DS bifurcations fill total spectrum of the phase portraits re-
construction of gravitational capture, which is typical for the non-rough first and
second degrees non-roughness. At the phase space for any parameters rough and
non-rough dynamical systems of first and second degrees roughness arise or dis-
appear. Earlier for two-parameter dynamical systems (a = 1 , b < 0) the similar
problem has been solved (Neishtadt et al. 1988). Among the bifurcations being
investigated we can meet the typical catastrophes of Arnol'd-Thorn from A class,
which illustrate a structural stability of the gravitational capture phenomenon
into the resonance rotation.
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